Risk
Moving on roads in the dark

Slips and Trips
Allergies - sweets may be donated to the
young people and it will be difficult to
check/distribute them safely in the dark, and
with parent helpers who may not know the
allergies of all the children
Losing a child

Pre-existing medical issues

Interactions with public

Control
-Hi Vis Jackets to be worn
-Adults and Young People asked to bring head torches
-Beavers - to move around in small groups with an adult to supervise all road crossings. Road crossings to be minimised by each group working along one side of a
road.
-Cubs - Cubs to be told not to cross roads without adult supervision. Road crossings to be minimised by each group working along one side of a road, then back along
the opposite side.
-Scouts - Scouts to be reminded about crossing roads safely and to work with a team on each side of the road to minimise crossings.
-Adults and Young People asked to bring head torches
-Each section leader to bring a small first aid kit. Larger first aid kit available in supporting vehicle, with radio/mobile comms to request support as required.
-Sweets given for the young people are not to be eaten on the night, but collected by section leaders to distribute. This also ensures fairness.

-Section leaders responsible for registers at the beginning and end of session, and for knowing which young people are in each group.
-Each small group leader to be aware of how many young people are in their group
-All young people and leaders to wear Hi Vis jackets, with neckers to be worn on top so that they are visible
-Usual ratios for activities away from a normal meeting place to be maintained as a minimum
-Beavers to work in smaller groups - expectation that each half of the colony will have 1 leader supervising, with Beavers working in teams of 2/3 each supervised by a
leader or young leader or parent helper who will stay with that group to approach doors.
-Cubs - each six to be supervised by a leader + a young leader or parent helper, and to remain in sight of their leader at all times.
-Each section leader is aware of these and will bring emergency contact details
-Young people requiring inhalers or epipens will carry them as per normal meetings and the leader of their group should be aware of them
-Additional copy of emergency contact details to be held in roving car
-Young People to be briefed on which houses to approach, what to say, and what to do if they feel uncomfortable.
-Young People to be told not to enter any houses and to remain in sight of leaders at all times
-Event to be publicised in advance, so collection is expected.
-Only houses with halloween decorations or displaying our leaflet are to be approached.
- Young people to remain in groups of two or more

